To: Susan McNelly, Chair
IEEE Transformers Committee
Date: March 26, 2018

Subject: Changes proposed to 2020 NEC Section 450, Transformers
Summary: Changes that were accepted at the First Revision meetings were mainly editorial in
nature. There seems to be nothing substantive that was enacted.
The significant items seem to be:
Sec. 450.3(B)
Proposed A new footnote 4 was proposed to be added to Table 450.3B as follows:
“Refer to 240.21 (C)(1) and 408.36 (B); transformer secondary overcurrent protection may be
required for secondary conductor protection or panelboard protection.”.
Was RESOLVED (voted NO) as a violation of the Style Manual.
Sec 450.6(A)(1) removes the word “rated”:

In other words, the term “rated” is not correct when referring to ampacity.
Same was applied to 450.6 (A)(2)

Sec. 450.9

Adds the terms “and operation” and “shall operate as they have been tested to operate” because
some people felt that blocking ventilation ports or using the top as a shelf causes heat rise and
present language does not account for such operating parameters.

Sec 450.10

Improves clarity, not a substantive change.
450.21 (B) merely updates the ASTM Standard date and title.
450.27 same updating
450.42 same updating

450.43 (C)

Fire hardware is a more appropriate terminology.

450.45 (E) updated reference

450.46 is more interesting although RESOLVED (voted down):

This was rejected because environmental concerns are not a subject of this Code,

Note that final voting for the First Revision was due last Friday, March 23. Outcome of voting is
not known. Once recirculated to Panel members, it goes to the Correlating Committee. It will be
finally posted on July 6, 2018.
In any event, anyone in the public has an opportunity to make their views known or present
evidence why the vote should be changed. Public input must be received by 5 PM on August 30,
2018. The Web site is nfpa.org, and the NEC is NFPA 70.

Respectfully,

David Brender
Contact: dbrender@ieee.org or david.brender@copperalliance.us

